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CHAPTER I
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The dawn of history has been characterized by the wandering of
human beings from place to place, in hordes, clans, tribes, classes and
nations. Historians, along with other social scientists, have evolved
many interesting theories to explain the forces that have given impetus
to these periodic wanderings. Some scholars have maintained that a sheer
excess of population has forced the enterprising members of the group to
start out for themselves to distant places. Whatever the reason, human
migration has played an important role in the development of human life.l
Migration and its accompanying problems became of concern to many people
in this country during the settlement movement.
The philosophy of the settlement movement, as it has impli¬
cations for immigrants coming into the United States, tended to be
reflected in two rival points of view. One view held that immigrants
and their children were in the process of experiencing a rapid trans¬
formation, abandoning with few regrets the remnants of their European
traditions and adopting without reluctance the sentiments and
behavior patterns of the Americans of old stock. A second and somewhat
opposing point of view, emerging in the latter part of the nineteenth
^Mabel A. Elliott and Francis E. Merrill, Social Disorganization
(New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1941), p. 330.
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century, tended to more or less conceptualize the American way of life as
being submerged by alien customs and manners introduced by the increasing
number of immigrants coming into the United States from southern and
2
eastern Europe,
An example of the application of the former "settlement idea" as
a means of promoting the adjustment of immigrants was evidenced in the
establishment of Hull House in Chicago by Jane Addams. In this effort.
Miss Addams sought to facilitate the adjustment of immigrant groups to
the American culture by offering courses for those who wished to learn to
speak and write English and by doing so, to facilitate their socio¬
cultural adjustment. Apparently, she felt strongly that there was no
reason to expect "a development of homogeneity," founded upon a common
3
fund of historical experience and a uniformity of beliefs and behavior,
since these people had been subjected to a series of divergent cultural
experiences. She obstensibly accepted the fact of a pluralistic culture,
insisting that the sense of community and the ultimate development of
social solidarity had to be based not upon identity of ideas, beliefs and
attitudes, but upon the acceptance of these differences. The eventual
coalescence of these many differences into an integrated whole was one
of her primary goals. Implied in such a notion is the supposition that
social conflict can be resolved by nonviolent means.
In an effort to achieve this end. Miss Addams went to the people
and tried to develop within their own communities means of alleviating
^Herbert Hewitt Stroup, Social Work; An Introduction to the
Field (New York: American Book Company, 1960), pp. 43-44.
^ Ib id.
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some of their needs, centered around their own cultural backgrounds, and
thus within the context of their own frames of reference.
The kind of results envisioned by Jane Addams was a fundamental
change in the whole American cultural and spiritual fabric of community
life, as the immigrants came to be absorbed into it as a part of the
functioning whole. Implied in such action is the idea that nothing
should be forced upon people which they would not want, and newly intro¬
duced habits and practices should be enduring. In this respect, the
most effective form of social change becomes that which occurs through
the participation of all normal adults in the community, regardless of
racial, ethnic, religious and class backgrounds.
While Jane Addams was primarily concerned with changing the
culturally-engendered patterns of action of immigrants to facilitate
their adjustment to American life, the problems associated with intro¬
ducing and promoting cultural reorientation is not necessarily limited
to the immigrant. The significance of this observation lies in the fact
that persons who move from a relatively rural environment to a more
highly urbanized and industrialized situation are apt to encounter many
of the same problems of adjustment experienced by immigrants. This be¬
comes especially true where we recognize that the characteristics of the
urban environment, among which are impersonality, anonymity and
industrialization, are by their very nature in sharp contrast to the
demands and expectations of the rural environment. In his quest for
better conditions of life, man has always been predisposed to wander
further afield in his search for security. This is one of the factors
which has given rise to the mobility of the people of the Southern
Appalachians.
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During the ten years between 1950 and 1960, the Southern
Appalachian region had a net loss, through migration, of more than one
million persons, a number equal to one-fifth of the total population in
1950. More people left the region than migrated into it; the rate of
natural increase could not offset the net loss due to migration. As a
result, the 1960 census revealed a regional population decrease for the
first time since the Appalachians were settled. Earlier, at the turn
of the century, the American people had been moving from rural, low-
income areas to cities, where commercial developments offered greater
economic opportunities. The people of the Southern Appalachians, like
other Americans, had for decades been moving out of the region's rural
areas to share in the increased social and economic benefits of American
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life. Their having moved to the large urban areas of the Midwest
becomes more evident when we recognize the social and economic conditions
of their native area. Presently, this region is the largest American
"problem area" - an area whose participation in the economic growth of
the nation has not been sufficient to relieve the chronic poverty of its
people. The prospects for commercial farming are not bright; industry
has been reluctant to settle in the region, and coal mining has proven
to be most unreliable. In Logan County, Kentucky, which is one of the
230 counties of Southern Appalachia,, some millioa people are gasping
^James S. Brown and George, A. Killing,. Jr...,, .".The, Greatest
Migration, 1940-1960," The Southern Appalachian Region; A Survey
(Lexington; University of Kentucky Press, 1962), pp. 54-55.
^Elliott and Merrill, op. cit., pp. 331-333.
^Thomas B. Ford, The Southern Appalachian Region; A Survey
(Lexington; University of Kentucky Press, 1962), Flap Page.
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from economic suffocation.^ In 1954, for example, some 14,000 men were
employed in the mines; presently, there are only 3500 so employed. Thus,
in one small county, we have a labor force of more than 10,000 men for
whom there is no work available; the resultant hardships on their
8
families can easily be seen.
In order to make adjustments to such lack of economic opportuni¬
ties in their native regions, the people of the area have been forced to
migrate. In their migration, it has been necessary for them to cope with
social forces inherent in urban living with which they had not previously
had to contend. They have found it necessary to make adjustments to a
new environment which, in its expectations and demands, is often dia¬
metrically opposed to the one from which they came, for example, the
physical proximity and the increasingly large number of contacts,
characteristically found in the small towns located in the Southern
Appalachian Region, may well require that these people have more shared
values and personal ties to insure the permanency of their togetherness
than are presumed necessary to bind people of larger and more urbanized
communities. Cincinnati, one of the highly urbanized areas of the Mid¬
west, has come to be the receiver of many of these migrants.
The general characteristics of Cincinnati are vastly different
from those of Southern Appalachia. This is a bustling metropolis with
9
a population of 502,550. . The location af the city affords, itself a
^Ben H. Bagdikian, "The Invisible Americans," The Saturday




"Cincinnati Then and Now," Chamber of Commerce (Cincinnati,
Ohio, 1963).
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favorable spot on the inland waterways, and on the East-West and North-
South railroads, airlines and expressways. It leads the world in the
production of machine tools, soap, and playing cards. It ranks high in
the manufacture of building materials, cans, chemicals, children's
vehicles, clothing, coffins, conveyors, cosmetics, electric motors and
machinery, electronic equipment, electrotypes, food products, foundry
and machine shop products, jet engines, malt and distilled liquors,
mattresses, meat packing, motor vehicles and parts, office furniture,
paper and paper products, pianos and organs, plastics and plastic pro¬
ducts, printing inks, printing and publishing, processed seeds, sheet
metal products, shoes, sporting goods, steel mill products, and valves.^®
The industries have attracted many of the migrants, but in order to
function in such a highly urbanized society, it is necessary for one to
be well educated or have some job skill which will lend to participating
in the available industries. Skills are necessary due to automation and
rapid technological changes presently characteristic of urban industries.
People who migrate from the Appalachian South to the urban
centers of the Midwest, bring with them already established patterns of
culture and behavior.Almost as if they were in a foreign country,
the Southern hill people find the city bewildering, if not downright
frightening. Their bewilderment is far from that of country folk simply
being in the big city. It stems rather from the harsh challenge the
city throws, at the mountaineer's whole fabric of worth.
^^Ibid.
.^^William Collins, "It's Not Easy," From the Freedom of The
Mountains To the Hurly Burly City. A series of articles, on Mountain
People in Cincinnati, as published in the Cincinnati Enquirer.
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In Cincinnati, the work he finds will be at the lowest levels,
mainly manual labor. He and his kin are at the base of the city's
social and economic pyramid. The migrants have come in waves, reaching
peaks at times of high employment, such as World War II and the Korean
Conflict. During these times the labor force thus provided by the
mountaineer was regarded as being essential to the city's industrial
growth.
The political, social and economic manifestations of their back¬
ground have been noted in many studies. An Indianapolis study depicted
the hesitations of Southern migrants to make new friends, which
constituted an adjustment difference. In areas where people are con¬
cerned with the adjustment problems of such migrants, there seems to be
a great deal of difficulty in involving them in the programs of the
churches and neighborhood centers, or in helping their children develop
a sense of belonging in the large urban schools. The existing public
records also show that of all the white persons arrested in Cincinnati
during 1963, natives of Kentucky, Tennessee and West Virginia combined
13
accounted for 48.6 per cent of the offenders. These statistics, how¬
ever, must be taken with care. In themselves, they are not a wholesale
indictment of the Southern mountaineer. The arrests were not broken
down into regions within states, such as Northern Kentucky, for example.
Nor do they show convictions. One pattern depicted a large number of
direct aggressions where impulse, not intellect, became the trip-hammer.
^.^Eldon D.. Smith,, "Non-Farm Employment for Rural People,"
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXXVIII, No. 3 (August, 1956).
^^William Collins, "Code of the Hills Fails in City," op. cit.
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Probably one of the most dramatic experiences felt by the
migrant, as a result of his up-rooting, is the difference between urban
law and law as he had experienced it in Appalachia. The "code of the
hills" is not fiction; it is more real to the mountaineer than anything
he finds in the city. Some observers detect traces of the old feud
14
patterns in these people.
A classic case involved a man in his early fifties, father of a
large family, a native of southeastern Kentucky. He had been prominent,
in a modest way, in the politics of his county. He had never thought
much of money because his position gave him all of the prestige he
needed. Adhering to the demands of the womenfolk in his family, he sold
his land and moved to Cincinnati, where he worked as an unskilled laborer.
In Cincinnati his daughter became pregnant out of wedlock. The
man's reaction was to take a revolver and set the matter to right, one
way or another, with the guilty party. The man wasn't angry because his
daughter was pregnant; he was just determined to take care of the matter
in what, to him, was the accepted way. His womenfolk stepped in, tell¬
ing him that, "Up here, you can't do that sort of thingl"
According to the psychiatrist on the case, "He felt unmanned by
the whole thing. He had lost everything that had given him a sense of
being valuable as a man."^^
As the political manifestations of the migrant's environment
have effected his adjustment in urban society, so has the socio-economic




unable to meet his basic needs. He has, for the most part, acquired a
scanty education; he lacks the necessary skills for functioning in a
highly industrialized society. As a result of these factors and others,
the migrant is in the marginal labor force. He is likely to be the
first laid off in times of industrial cutbacks. He must establish resi¬
dence before becoming eligible for Welfare assistance. He is then forced
to function in a state of poverty, ill-clothed, ill-fed, frustrated and
alienated from other segments of urban society.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
We recognize, therefore, that the sociological forces exerted
upon the migrant when he moves to the city are numerous. The central
focus of this study is to identify and examine some of those forces
which tend to promote or retard his effective adjustment to the urban
society. This study will deal specifically with the problems of migrants
from the Southern Appalachia, coming into the City of Cincinnati (Ohio).
It is hoped that the conclusions derived from these findings will have
implications for other situations similar to those found in Cincinnati.
REASONS FOR STUDYING THE ADJUSTMENT
PATTERNS OF MIGRANTS
We study the adjustment patterns of migrants for the following
reasons:
1. To contribute to the existing social work literature on
migrants, with the hope that the study will eventually help in formulating
a possible solution to some of their adjustment problems. Problems for
migrants stem from their inability to negotiate or make effective use of
the systems which make up their social environment. Each of these
10
systems: peers, family, education, employment and social restraints, pose
a set of opportunities and demands which migrants must learn to put to
use in order to survive and advance their interest.
2. To stimulate more thinking and a means of motivating the
existing social work agencies into reaching out to migrants as did some
of the pioneers of the settlement movement.
HYPOTHESES
Major: There is a positive relationship between the adjustment of
migrants from Southern Appalachia to the City of Cincinnati and
their ability to function within certain systems of society.
a. The more education a migrant has the more positive his
adjustment will be to the City of Cincinnati.
b. The longer the migrant retains accepted rural values in
Cincinnati, the more time it takes to adjust to urban
sys terns.
c. The migrant who has job skills will show a quicker
adjustment to Cincinnati.
d. The sooner the migrant becomes related to established
churches, as compared with the religious practices of
the mountains, the quicker the adjustment to Cincinnati.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The Southern Appalachian Region, as defined for the present study,
comprises more than 80,000 square miles in Kentucky, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Virginia, Georgia, Alabama and North Carolina. It contains the
highest peaks and roughest terrain east of the Rockies. The region is
made up of three parallel strips: on the east, the steep Blue Ridge; on
the west, the rugged Cumberland Plateau; between, the Great Valley, con¬




Adjustment, for the purpose of this study, will mean getting a
job; attending established churches in the city; relating to peers out¬
side of one’s own group; and accepting and using the social restraints of
the city as compared to those of the mountains.
Migrants - people having moved to Cincinnati from the Southern
Appalachian Region which is their place of birth. In cases of married
couples, in which the husband, but not the wife, is from the Region, such
couples will be considered as valid for this study, since the husband
usually plays the dominant role.^^
Skill - the ability to perform specific types of work, regardless
of whether or not one is in one's native environment.
Established Churches - any church already existing in the com¬
munity, except for Pentecostal or Holiness churches.
Rural Values - those values which were fostered in the migrant's
native community and which were brought with him to, and retained in,
his new environment. Examples:
1. Wearing slacks, blue jeans or sport shirts more than three
days per week and to appointments;
2. Lacking the ability to identify who should be contacted when
a child is having difficulty in school;
3. A negative outlook toward police, for whatever reason;
4. Constant association with relatives and friends from the
native region, as opposed to meeting new neighbors and
friends;,
^^Ford, loc. cit.
Personal interviews with Mrs. Jean Resell and Mrs.
Catherine Greene, Teachers, Vine Street Elementary School, Cincinnati,
January 8, 1965. This school serves a large number of migrant families.
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5. Inability to identify the institution to contact when one is
in need of financial assistance;
6. Failure to dispose of one's garbage in accordance with urban
standards;
7- Failure to attend established churches in the comniunity;
8. Returning to visit the native community three or more times
a year; remaining at least one month but less than a year.
THEORETICAL FRAME OF REFERENCE
Systems, for the most part, consist of an aggregate of related
interests or activities. These interests or activities develop to the
extent where they come to manifest themselves in the form of institutions
When the systems are functioning properly, their primary characteristics
may be identified as harmony of operation and integration of structure.




The sample for this research project was taken from two social
agencies in Cincinnati, Ohio. These agencies were chosen because each
of them services a large number of migrants. The agencies' records were
used in identifying persons from the Southern Appalachian Region. Simple
random sampling was used. Out of a universe of 168 Southern Appalachians
eighty-four from each of the agencies were considered for this study.
Every sixth person was selected, giving a total of fourteen from each
agency. All of those chosen responded. Each case was numbered. A
18„Talcott Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, Illinois:
Free Press, 1951), 575 pages.
The
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corresponding number was given a cardboard disc which was then placed in
a suitable container and thoroughly shuffled. The individual items to
be used in the sample were then drawn from the container.
The writer was accompanied by a worker from each of the agencies.
The workers had previous contact with the migrants through various pro¬
grams at their respective agencies. The Appalachians were very skeptical
and hesitant in answering many of the questions. As the interviewing
progressed, however, they began to respond much more freely. The writer
feels that his presence in the interview situation may have had a direct
influence on the responses given by the Appalachians. This may have been
due to the fact that they had had little contact with him prior to the
interviews.
The interviewing took place at the respective agencies during
the mornings, when many of the mothers were bringing their children to
pre-school, and in the evenings, when various group meetings were held.
They had been notified as to the nature of the research being undertaken
before they were contacted for the actual interview.
A schedule was used to identify such factors as peers, family,
school, employment, and social values of the mountains, as opposed to
those of Cincinnati, which may or may not retard or promote the adjust¬
ment of the migrants.
The study was limited to the two agencies mentioned. Some
questions may be raised concerning the reliability of the conclusions
drawn, due to the limited nature of the agencies used. The sample
represented only a small segment of the total population of Southern
Appalachians in Cincinnati. This would tend to make it rather diffi¬
cult to establish any generalizations from the results. The only way
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to test the extent to which the sample represents the universe is by
comparison with studies previously done, some of which were cited
earlier in this chapter.
This study, like other studies done in the area of the social
sciences, is limited by time, experience on the part of the researcher,
and other responsibilities which had to be maintained while the data was
being collected.
CHAPTER II
EDUCATION, RELIGION, AND SOCIAL CUSTOM
In Southern Appalachia many norms, mores and other social
definitions in the historical development of the region, have come to
influence the rate of progress of a group of people, these people being
those who live and work in what has previously been defined as the
Southern Appalachian Region. The ways of these people have come to be
rooted in tradition and in a glorious past in the annals of American
history. A population of old American stock, many of them of Anglo-
Saxon ancestry who cling to the memories of past events which have no
relevance for ameliorating the needs of the area, they have remained
independent, self-reliant and athletic, only to live in an environment
consisting of scarred hills, small towns, decaying mines and mining
camps, and highly unproductive land. In the midst of all of this, there
exists inferior forms of education, social customs and restraints which
hinder the progress of the people. The religion has very little emphasis
on the social aspects of everyday life. "In other words, the social
gospel is notably absent.
The school and the church are, for the most part, two social
institutions which do not share, in .the ,r.esponsiblIi.ty of, .initiating
^^Roscoe Giffin, The Southern Mountaineer In Cincinnati, pub¬
lished by The Mayor's Friendly Relations Committee (March, 1964), p. 9.
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social change and redefining social definition which have become obsolete
obsolete in terms of having no usefulness in the progress of the region.
The problems in Appalachia are embedded in an over-identification in
which the school and church reflect only the thoughts of the neighborhood
The leaders in these institutions help perpetuate the existing conditions
by their lack of initiative in showing the people that another way of
life exists.
The leadership lies with the teacher and the minister. Only
as they feel new life can they impart it to others. If they have
no contagion or spirit, others in the community seldom arise to
give initiative and vigor to the school and the church.
The school, in response to the cultural patterns of the region as
they emphasize the place of the women as being in the home, tries to in¬
clude ways of teaching young females the art of becoming housewives.
Where the schools are often fulfilling what they see as their obligation
to the people, they often forget the primary purpose of education.
Education can be viewed as being a link between the narrow ideas of
smaller communities and the broader, more progressive world which exists
outside the community. In Appalachia, this tends to be overlooked.
A much more acute problem faces the region, however, in the area
of education. This can be seen in the critically immediate need for
relief from overcrowded class rooms, inadequate facilities and poorly
trained personnel. In Buncombe County, North Carolina, a five million
dollar bond issue to build five new schools was floated. By the time
the schools were completed, they were inadequate to meet the needs of the
community. This is a crippling problem throughout the region. Dr. Graff
^°W. D. Weatherford and Earl D. C. Brewer, Life and Religion in
Southern Appalachia (New York: Friendship Press, 1962), pp. 33-34.
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in his study of mountain school systems, estimated that forty-nine
million dollars would be needed within a period of ten years for re¬
construction, renovations and new buildings, in order to bring this one
21
system up to the minimum national standard. According to Caudill, forty
percent of the nation's one-room school houses are in Eastern Kentucky,
22
and about ninety percent of all one-roomers are in Appalachia.
In the mountain counties of Kentucky, less than fifteen percent
23
of the children completed high school. In a study done by Dr. Giffin,
in one consolidated area he found that fifty percent of the people over
forty-five years old had completed less than five years of formal
schooling. In the 7 to 17 age group, sixty-three percent were retarded,
below the grade considered normal for their age. The future progress of
24
the region is greatly handicapped. In a study done by the University
of Kentucky, it was revealed that the average number of years of school
attendance by rural respondents in the State of Kentucky amounted to 7.4
25
years.
The problems of the schools in the area must not be looked upon
as having grown totally out of the school system themselves; the break¬
down in employment and the unproductive land has had a detrimental effect
^^Ibid., p. 40.
22
"House Defeats GOP's Broader Appalachia Bill," The Atlanta
Constitution (March 3, 1965), p. 2.
23
"A Study Of Rural Characteristics of Kentucky Counties,"
Unpublished data collected by the Department of Rural Sociology, Univer¬




Roscoe Giffin, "Down In The Valley," Mountain Life and Work,
Vol. XXIX, No. 1 (1953), pp. 44-45.
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upon them. This has also influenced the low salaries which many of the
teachers receive, a factor which often encourages the better ones to
seek more attractive offers outside the region. Nevertheless, the
people living in the area do have schools, and many of them have come
to realize the necessity for bettering them. For example, between 1929
and 1957, teachers' salaries rose from 170% in the lowest rated county
2 6
to 244% in the highest rated county. The desire of mountain teachers
to travel outside of their respective area and abroad, has been an asset
in terms of in-service training.
The previous data indicates quite vividly that the majority of
the Southern Appalachians have received an inadequate education, if
judged by urban values and standards. The schools in Cincinnati are
middle-class oriented and taught by representatives of this class. Their
values do not constitute the cultural baggage of the people from the
mountain region, whose own values are, in many instances, diametrically
opposed to those of the people who teach them after they arrive. All
the previous data substantiates the fact that the Appalachians are
carriers of a cultural tradition which considers a little reading and
writing to be the goal of formal education.
The social customs of the region often require people to be in
close association with one another. In terms of the number of people
.27 , . .
living throughout the region, there is a low man-land ratio. This is
to say that the number of human beings with whom the Appalachian has
daily contact is small. The Appalachian, as a result, comes to know
26
Weatherford and Brewer, op. cit., p. 39.
27
Lowry Nelson, Rural Sociology (Atlanta: American Book Company,
1948), p. 21.
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more intimately the people living in his locale. Contacts are fewer but
far more intense. For example, if an Appalachian goes on a trip to one
of the neighboring towns, his neighbors ususally know about it. There is
family visiting back and forth, and bonds of friendship are strong. In
the words of Cooley, such characteristics would more readily be defined
as "face to face" contacts.
These customs, as they are, may play an influential role in
establishing social solidarity in small, rural towns in Appalachia, but
the same customs, on the other hand, may present a degree of maladjust¬
ment if practiced in urban areas. The urban setting is more formalized.
Most people are unknown to one another; they are further separated by the
divisions of labor, which are more pronounced. This organized structure
of the labor force is necessary for the continued expansion of large-
scale production. This would lead one to believe that the need for men
with specific skills is inevitable for the future progress of the nation.
Just as the migrant must face changes in his educational values
and in his social customs, so must he face changes in his religious
traditions. These traditions, and the structure of the church as an
institution, may have a significant influence on the adjustment of the
Appalachian. The religion of Appalachia is largely Fundamentalist.
Some studies have found evidence indicating many people of the region
view the Bible as being the inspired "word of God", lacking any human
error. Religion, for the most part, has colored the people's attitudes
toward most of their existence. The Hereafter has become their ulti¬
mate concern and the philosophy that everyday living can take care of
2 8
itself has developed; the main focus is on salvation.
2leatherford and Brewer, op. cit., p. 91.
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In a study done on 180 counties of Southern Appalachia, it was
found that Fundamentalism was much stronger in rural areas. It was more
than twice as prevalent for the lower classes (70%) as the upper classes
(327o). An increase in the level of education tended to decrease one's
29
belief in Fundamentalism. This was further substantiated by the fact
the eight out of ten persons having only a grammar school education were
Fundamentalists, six out of ten high school graduates, and four out of
30
ten enrolled in college.
A great deal of emphasis placed on the Hereafter has been noted
31
frequently by observers of religious behavior among the poor. As a
result, the conclusion has been drawn that whatever conditions the
Appalachians encountered were predestined, from their point of view. To
them, or any other group accepting such beliefs, this predestination con¬
cept may serve as encouragement for the acceptance of any position in
which they find themselves.
The churches in Appalachia, especially in the rural areas, do not
have large memberships. This proved to be a truism by the results of a
study done by Dr. Giffin. Among the migrants, he found that 90% have no
32
church affiliation. This factor may furnish a criterion for examining





31,Richard Niebuhie, The Social Sources of Denominationalism
(New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1929), pp. 30-31.
32
Giffin, The Southern Mountaineer in Cincinnati, p. -25.
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Poor education, religious restraints and traditional social
customs are possible factors influencing the migrant's adjustment in
Cincinnati adversely. However, they are not totally bereft of positive
factors. They come from the Southern Appalachia with a number of assets.
According to Giffin, one of their biggest assets is, unquestionably, the
fact that they are "Americans of Old Stock." The balance scales of
group membership in the United States usually favor those who are white,
Anglo-Saxon and Protestant (WASP), especially those whose forefathers
came from the British Isles or Northwestern Europe. This does not mean
that they do not come to the city with many of the handicaps which plague
other migrant groups, such as the American Negro or Puerto Ricans, only
that they have certain builtin advantages. For example, if they are able
to make a satisfactory adjustment, and raise their status economically,
there are far more opportunities for them to move to a better residence
than there would be for a Negro or Puerto Rican, who might be denied on
physical characteristics alone.
Some writers contend that the mountaineers' habit of clustering
together in particular neighborhoods will promote their adjustment to
urban systems. This hypothesis is predicated on the assumption that
voluntary ecological segregation tends to protect them against the
multitude of disorganizing experiences which newcomers to urban life must
face. According to the writers:
"It creates for them a continuing primary group membership




The writer of this research questions the idea of "voluntary
ecological segregation." The writer contends that these people move into
areas in which they are more capable of paying rent, as well as of respond¬
ing to the dictates of the existing social structure, Robert K. Merton,
and others of his school of thought, would contend that living in clusters
would reinforce a group's own existing ideas and beliefs. As a result,
they would further isolate themselves from the other segments of the
larger society. Therefore, this "asset" is quite debatable.
The factors considered in the following chapters will be presented
by number and percentage.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Adjustment for the purpose of this study had been defined as
getting a job; attending established churches in the city; relating to
peers outside of one's own group; and, accepting and observing the social
restraints of the city as compared to those of the mountains. Within
the context of the previous definition, it was hypothesized that there is
a positive relationship between the adjustment of migrants from Southern
Appalachia to the city of Cincinnati, and their ability to function with¬
in certain systems of society. In order to test the validity of this
hypothesis, four minor hypotheses were established. They were the
following:
a. The more education a migrant has, the more positive his ad¬
justment will be to the city of Cincinnati.
b. The sooner the migrant becomes related to established
churches, as compared with the religious practices of the
mountains, the quicker the adjustment to Cincinnati.
c. The migrant who has job skills will show a quicker adjust¬
ment to Cincinnati.
d. The longer the migrant retains rural values in Cincinnati,
the longer it takes to adjust to urban systems.
Each of the factors which have been stated in the form of hypotheses
were analyzed.
Education is considered as one of the most pertinent factors
influencing the adjust of migrants to urban centers. This has been due
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mainly to technological change and cybernation, characterizing the pre¬
sent climate in large industries. This factor has become the criterion
for evaluating those who should and will be employed in many areas
throughout the country. To determine the extent to which education
promotes or retards the adjustment of Southern Appalachian migrants, the
total number of male and female respondents were divided into two groups.
This was done on the basis of their level of education and sex. More of
the male respondents having a seventh grade education or above (not ex¬
ceeding the twelfth grade) were able to find employment than were those
having sixth grade or less. Fifty percent of the former group were able
to find work, as compared to only twenty-seven percent of the latter. A
significantly higher percentage were unemployed among those having a
sixth grade education or less, than those who had seven or more years.
The former category consisted of ten cases and the latter of eleven.
TABLE I
THE RELATIONSHIP OF EDUCATION TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF A SELECTED









Education or above 5 50% 5 50%
Sixth Grade
Education or above 3 27% 8 73%
Predicated upon the above findings, it would appear that edu¬
cation influenced the extent of employment. The sample itself was so
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minute, it would be difficult to assume to what extent these findings
represent other migrants in the Cincinnati area.
TABLE 2
THE RELATIONSHIP OF EDUCATION TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF A SELECTED









Education or above 2 40% 3 60%
Sixth Grade
Education or above 1 50% 1 50%
The female migrants having a seventh grade education or above
(not exceeding the twelfth grade) were less able to find employment than
those constituting the group which had,completed the sixth grade or below.
Only forty percent of the females with seven or more years of education
were able to find employment, as compared with fifty percent of those in
the group who had completed sixth grade or less. The sample of the
former category consisted of two cases and, of the latter category, of
one case. Similarly, a significantly lower percentage were unemployed
among those having a sixth grade education or less, compared to those who
had a seventh grade education or more. The data seem to indicate that
education, as regards to females, did not promote their chances of be¬
coming employed. Those females having a seventh grade education or more
constituted the largest group of females. As a result of this condition,
it would seem somewhat unreasonable to draw any conclusions as to what
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extent education as a single factor influences adjustment. Those having
higher educational qualifications may have been looking for better jobs.
In considering both male and female groups, sex may have been a
factor which should be reconsidered in another study, since the female
cases were so much smaller in number when compared to the male cases.
TABLE 2A
THE RELATIONSHIP OF EDUCATION TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF A SELECTED
GROUP OF SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN MIGRANTS WHEN STUDIED WITH¬
OUT SEX DIFFERENTIATION





Education or above 7 477o 8 53%
Sixth Grade
Education or below 4 31% 9 69%
Among the group of Southern Appalachian migrants having a seventh
grade education or above, forty-seven percent were employed, as compared
to thirty-one percent of those with sixth grade or less. Of those
migrants with a seventh grade education or above, fifty-three percent
were unemployed, as ccmipared with sixty-nine percent of those with a sixth
grade education or less. In the former group there was forty-seven per¬
cent employed, as compared with fifty-three percent unemployed. In the
latter group there was thirty-one percent employed, as compared with
sixty-nine percent unemployed.
The second factor in terms of the migrants' adjustment to
Gincinnati was the extent to which they had contact with established
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churches (see definition). The acceptance of Pentecostal or Holiness
tenets vill tend to reinforce initial beliefs and ideas which, by their
very nature, are out of harmony with the urban setting. It was believed
that those migrants who attended established churches would be more aware
of means of adjustment to their new milieu. Also implied in this as¬
sumption is the belief that those who chose not to attend these established
churches would be more likely to accept the fundamental doctrines.
According to many studies, the religion of many of the Appalachian people
has very little influence on the social aspects of their everyday lives;
the social gospel is noticeably absent. It would seem logical that many
of them have come to conceive of their positions as predestined, and
their main focus of concern would be one of preparing for the after life.
TABLE 3
CHURCH OF ATTENDANCE OF A SELECTED GROUP OF SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN
MALE MIGRANTS BY EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
NUMBER ATTENDING CHURCH





SEVENTH GRADE 2 207o 3 30% 5 50%
EDUCATION NUMBER EMPLOYED
OR ABOVE 0 07o 2 20% 3 30%
SIXTH GRADE 0 0% 3 27.7% 8 73%
EDUCATION NUMBER EMPLOYED
OR BELOW 0 0% 0 . 0% 3 27%
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In the group of males having the highest level of education, only
two attended established churches in the city; of the two, neither one
was employed. Of the three attending the Pentecostal or Holiness
churches, two were employed. Of a total of five not attending any church,
three were employed.
In the group having a sixth grade education or less, three
attended church; all of them attended Pentecostal or Holiness churches.
All of them were also employed. There were eight who attended no church;
of these, three were employed. The data seem to imply that whether a
male attended church or not, his chances of finding employment were not
effected. Those not attending church seem to have been more successful
in finding employment.
TABLE 4
CHURCH OF ATTENDANCE OF A SELECTED GROUP OF SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN
FEMALE MIGRANTS BY EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
NUMBER ATTENDING CHURCH





SEVENTH GRADE 0 0% 3 60% 2 40%
EDUCATION NUMBER EMPLOYED
OR ABOVE 0 Q7c 2 40% 0 0%
SIXTH GRADE 0 0% 0 0% 2 100%
EDUCATION NUMBER EMPLOYED
OR BELOW 0 0% 0 1 50%
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In the group of females having a seventh grade education or above,
it was revealed that out of a total number of three attending church, none
of them attended established churches; all of them were found to attend
the Pentecostal or Holiness churches. Of this number, two were employed.
In the group of females having a sixth grade education or less,
it was found that of a total of two cases, neither attended church. One
of the two was employed. The female groups indicated that there is no
relationship between religion and employment as in the cases of the males.
The males in the group having the highest level of education
indicated a belief in fundamentalism, for when asked the question, "Do
you believe there is a hereafter for the well behaved poor?," one hundred
percent of them responded, "Yes." The other group of males, below seventh
grade education, indicated similar results when all but one answered yes
to the same question.
The females possessing the highest level of education also held
a strong belief in fundamentalism. When asked the same question, four
out of five, or eighty percent, answered yes. Among the females with less
than seven years of education, two out of two indicated a belief in
fundamentalism. The unemployed, as well as the employed, seemingly
accepted this belief. There was not a large degree of variation from one
group to the other. There was no significant difference between those who
found work and those who did not in relationship to their belief in funda¬
mentalism.
The adjustment of migrants was also studied in relation to the
types of job skills they possessed before coming to Cincinnati, and their
ability to be employed after they arrived. Skills, for the purpose of this
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study, are being defined as the ability to perform specific types of
work, regardless of whether or not one is in one's native environment.
TABLE 5
THE RELATIONSHIP OF JOB SKILLS OF MALE SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN
MIGRANTS TO EMPLO^YMENT BY, NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE



















Seven out of thirteen males who were unemployed in the mountains
were also found to be unemployed in Cincinnati. Of the eight males who
were employed in the city, only three were able to find the same type of
employment as they had in the mountains. Of the thirteen unemployed in
Cincinnati, seven were found to have been coal miners, which, according
to the definition of skills, would classify them as unskilled. This
infoirmation seems to indicate that there is a positive relationship
between those coming into Cincinnati with job skills and those who are
able to find work. Of a total of three possessing a job skill, all of
them found employment. Of the eighteen males without job skills, only
twenty-two percent found emplo3ment.
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Of three females who were employed in the mountains, two possessed
job skills. One female did housework while living in the mountains; in
Cincinnati she found work as a nurse's aide. The other female was a
maid in the mountains and found the same type of emplojnment in the city.
This would seem to indicate a positive relationship between getting a job
and possessing job skills.
The other factor considered as a criterion for adjustment to an
urban community was the extent to which migrants maintained rural values.
Rural values, for the purpose of this study, are defined in Chapter I.
America today is a materialistic culture. This is to say, cer¬
tain values and patterns of acceptance are dependent upon material objects.
This type of materialism is often manifested in an ostentatious gathering
of wealth at the one end of the continuum, and on one's attire on the
other. Certain decisions relating to whether one will be employed are
dependent, to an extent, on the type of clothes one wears. This fact has
been evidenced through personnel departments throughout the country.
There are also certain attitudes formed in relationship to how a person
may dress. It may manifest itself in rejection on the part of a group
when one is unable to meet the standards they set as being appropriate or
acceptable. It may therefore be a trend or pattern of culture in
Appalachia for men or women to wear blue jeans, slacks, or sport shirts
constantly. This may relate to the type of work they are accustomed to
doing in their native environment. In Cincinnati, this type of attire
may promote or retard their adjustment to urban life. According to Hilgard,
habits of dress and gestures make ethnic groups different and, in some
instances, influence their becoming targets for scapegoating. For
34Ernest H. Hilgard, Introduction to Psychology (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1962), p. 562.
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example, they may be ejected from the labor force and also experience a
certain degree of harrassment from law enforcement authorities.
In the group of males having the highest level of education, five
out of ten were found to wear blue jeans, three or more times a week. Of
the five wearing blue jeans, four were employed. In the group of males
having the lower level of education, six out of eleven were found to wear
blue jeans three or more times a week. Of this number, only one was
employed.
The total percent of males wearing blue jeans three or more times
a week amounted to fifty-two percent. Of the remaining forty-eight per¬
cent, twenty-five percent wore blue jeans occasionally, but less than the
specified time of three or more per week, while twenty-three percent did
not wear them at all. The data seem to imply there was no direct
relationship between adjustment and the extent to which a migrant wears
blue jeans. Four of the five who belonged to the group which had seven
or more years of education, and who also frequently wore jeans, were able
to find emplo3nnent. In the group with the lesser education, only one of
the six who frequently wore jeans was able to find work. The results in
the lower category can be weighed within the context that a small number
of them were employed. It would be difficult to conclude, from the data
obtained, that the attire of the migrants hindered or facilitated their
adjustment.
Three of the five females in the group having the highest level
of education wore blue jeans three or more times a week; of these, three
were employed. In the group possessing the lower level of education,
none of them wore blue jeans. Of this number, one was employed and the
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other unemployed. It would therefore be difficult to make any con¬
clusions as to the effect of wearing blue jeans upon the adjustment of
migrants.
In order to function within a society there are certain systems
or related activities designed to serve as means to alleviate certain
problems. Within these systems, there are also structures or persons
who perform specific functions. In order for a migrant to facilitate his
adjustment, it would seem profitable for him to be able to identify whom
to contact or consult around certain situations. When one is unable to
identify whom to contact, this may be a factor in terms of how he
attempts to resolve his problems.
There were two questions designed to find out whether the
migrants were able to identify whom to contact when a child was having
trouble in school, and whom to contact when one was in need of financial
assistance. Of a total of twenty-eight respondents, one hundred percent
of them were able to identify the correct institutions or persons to con¬
tact. This included both males and females. Therefore, it would be
reasonable to assume that the respondents were able to facilitate and
negotiate some of the existing means present for bettering their level
of existence.
Throughout the nation many minority groups have been subjected to
situations involving contacts with the police. As was noted in Chapter
I, contacts between the police of Cincinnati and the Southern Appalachian
migrant have been numerovis; These contacts may have been of a positive
or negative nature, thus shaping the migrants' attitudes and opinions
toward the police. This may have been a result of what Taft tetms "the
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survival of frontier values.The American Frontier is gone but in
many regions of Appalachia, the tradition of rugged individualism and
the tendency of frontiersmen to take the law into their own hands per¬
sists. The clinging to this patter of living is not in harmony with the
standards of urban life.
TABLE 6
ATTITUDES OF ADULT SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN MIGRANTS TOWARD




Negative Positive Negative Positive
% % % %
Seventh Grade
Education 2 20% 8 80% 0 0% 5 100%
or above
Sixth Grade
Education 5 45% 6 54% 1 50% 1 50%
or below
Among those male migrants having a seventh grade education or
above, twenty percent had a negative outlook toward police. Two of them
felt that the police in Cincinnati did not like them because "we are from
Kentucky." Forty-five percent of those males in the lower educational
category indicated more firmly that there existed a negative outlook
toward law enforcing agents.
In the group consisting of females with the higher level of edu-
^^Donald R. Taft, Criminology (New York; The Macmillan Company,
1956), p. 41.
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cation, none of them had a negative outlook toward police. In the lower
educational category, one of the females demonstrated a negative outlook
toward police.
According to the criteria used to determine rural values, the
majority of the respondents indicated a positive adjustment to urban life.
For example, eighty percent of the male migrants, and one hundred percent
of the female migrants, with a minimum of seventh grade education, had a
positive attitude toward police. Of the group having the lower educational
level, the percentages were smaller; fifty-four percent of the males and
fifty percent of the females were shown to have positive attitudes toward
police.
One factor which seems to have influenced the adjustment of many
migrants is their restricted relationship with people outside of their
family group. Of a total of twenty-eight persons being interviewed, only
one associated with a relative more often than with other people in his
neighborhood. This may have resulted from the fact that the average
length of time which these migrants had been in an urban setting had
amounted to 10.1 years. Time may have been an important factor in terms
of making these new contacts.
The writer, through reviewing existing literature on the adjust¬
ment of migrants, found that many of them had close family ties. As a
result, he was under the impression that these close ties may have had a
detrimental effect upon the adjustment of the migrants. For example,
it had been revealed that many of them would often go to the mountain and
stay there for considerable lengths of time. This type of behavior has
a tendency to have a negative effect upon the work status of these
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people if they are employed. As a result, the writer selected, as a
criterion for adjustment, the extent to which migrants would visit the
mountains.
Fifty percent of the migrants interviewed returned to the moun¬
tains three or more times a year; however, they remained not less than
one day, nor more than one week. These findings are not indicative of
the extent to which they adhered to these old ties, as their visits may
have occurred on holidays or vacations. The largest group frequently
returning to the mountains consisted of those who were employed.
The last variable considered under rural values was the extent
to which migrants were able to identify the proper way in which, accord¬
ing to urban standards, they should dispose of their garbage. One
hundred percent were able to identify the proper place to dispose of
garbage in Cincinnati. This is to say that they placed their garbage in




The problem of this study was to identify and examine the socio¬
logical forces that influenced the effective adjustment of twenty-eight
migrants from Southern Appalachia to the City of Cincinnati. The main
objective of the study was to test the hypothesis that there is a
positive relationship between the adjustment of migrants from Southern
Appalachia to the City of Cincinnati and their ability to function within
certain systems of society. The minor hypotheses which involved diffe¬
rent variables were as follows:
a. The more education a migrant has the more positive his ad¬
justment to the City of Cincinnati.
b. The longer the migrant accepted rural values in Cincinnati,
the more time it took to adjust to urban systems.
c. The migrant who has job skills will show a quicker adjust¬
ment to Cincinnati.
d. The sooner the migrant becomes related to established churches
as compared to the religious practices of the mountains, the
quicker the adjustment to Cincinnati.
The sample for the research was taken from two social agencies
in Cincinnati, Ohio. These agencies were chosen because each of them
services a large number of migrants. The agencies' records were used in
identifying persons from the Southern Appalachian Region. Out of a uni¬
verse of 168 Southern Appalachians, eighty-four from each of the agencies
were considered for this study.
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A schedule was used to identify such factors as peers, family,
school, employment, and social values of the mountains, as opposed to
those of Cincinnati, which may or may not retard or promote the adjust¬
ment of the migrants.
This study, like other studies done in the area of the social
sciences was limited by time.
CONCLUSIONS
More male respondents having a seventh grade education or above
were able to find work than those having sixth grade or less. Fifty per¬
cent of the former group were able to find employment, as compared to
only twenty-seven percent of the latter. A significantly higher
percentage were unemployed among those having a sixth grade education or
less, than those who had seven or more years.
Predicated upon the above findings, it would appear that edu¬
cation influenced the extent of employment. The sample was so minute,
it would be difficult to assume to what extent these findings represent
other migrants in the Cincinnati area.
The female migrants having a seventh grade education or above
were less able to find employment than those constituting the group which
had completed the sixth grade or below. Only forty percent of the females
with seven or more years of education were able to find employment, as
compared with fifty percent of those in the group who had completed
sixth grade or less. Similarly, a significantly lower percentage were
unemployed among those having a sixth grade education or less, compared
to those who had a seventh grade education or more. The data relating
to female respondents seem to indicate that education did not promote
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their chances of becoming employed. In another sense, it may just be
that those possessing a seventh grade education or more feel that they
deserve better jobs than those available or being offered to them.
In considering both male and female groups, sex may have been a
factor in determining employment, which should be considered in another
study, since the number of female cases in this study was very small.
Having considered the total number of migrants interviewed with¬
out sex differentiation, the writer found that those possessing a seventh
grade education or above were more able to find employment than those
with a sixth grade or less. The male migrants constituted twenty-one of
the cases, while the females only seven. Therefore, the small number of
female cases may not be a true indication of the extent which education
influences adjustment. Out of the 28 cases considered in this study
(males and females taken together) the findings substantiate the hypo¬
thesis that the more education a migrant has, the more positive his
adjustment to Cincinnati.
In terms of rural values the data was not significant. The data
was not adequate enough to show one way or the other the extent to which
rural values affected the adjustment of migrants. Out of the seven
factors considered to measure rural values, only one of them supported
the definition. The remaining six seem to have indicated an acceptance
of urban values.
Those Southern Appalachians migrants attending the established
churches of Cincinnati were not able to adjust any quicker than those
belonging to the Pentecostal or Holiness church. The data indicated
that those attending the established churches were less able to find
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employment. Irrespective of those who attended any church whatsoever,
all of them related to peers outside of their own group. The largest
percent did not attend any church which confirms other studies done on
Appalachian migrants. Those migrants not attending any church were those
found to be employed more so than those attending the Pentecostal,
Holiness or Established Church. Those migrants possessing job skills
showed a quicker adjustment to Cincinnati. Three out of three males
possessing job skills were able to find employment, and two out of three
females,
In terms of the major hypothesis two of the minor hypotheses
supported the writers belief that there is a positive adjustment of
migrants from Southern Appalachia to the City of Cincinnati and their
ability to function within certain systems of society. The remaining
minor hypotheses did not support the major hypothesis.
The data indicates that unemployment seems to be the most preva¬
lent factor affecting the migrants adjustment to Cincinnati.
APPENDIX
SCHEDULE:




2. When did you come to Cincinnati?
Year 19
3. What is the last grade you completed in school? (Circle one)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Other
4. Are there any children in your family (check one)
Yes
No5.If yes how many are in school and how old are they?
Number of children^
Age of children
Name of school or schools they are attending
6. How many are out of school and what are they doing?
No. out of school . .
Age of children ^ .
Number employed
Number in armed services
0 ther
7. Are you employed?
Yes
No8.If yes, what kind of work are you doing?9.What kind of work did you do before coming to Cincinnati?
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10. Check the hobby below in which you have an interest.
1. Working with wood
2. Working with cars, trucks
and tractors
3. Working with metal
4. Cooking
5. Building
6. Others not mentioned7.None at all
11. (If woman) - Do you think your husband should allow you to attend
the following places when you have a problem? (Check those you
wish to attend)
1. School Yes No
2. Hospital Yes No
3. Courts Yes No
4. Other places not










None at all14.How often do you visit the mountains (Check one)
1. Once a year
2. Twice a year
3. Three or more times a year
4. None at all15.How long do you usually remain in the mountains?
1. One day but less than a week
2. One week but less than a month ^
3. One month but less than a year
4. Two or more years
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16. (If Man)1.Do you allow your wife to go to any of the following places





17. Do you have a suit, tie and shirt? Yes No
If yes, how often do you wear them? (Check one)
1. Once a week (On Sunday)
2. Twice a week
,
3. Three or more times a week
4. None at all18.Do you wear Blue Jeans and sport shirts? If yes, how often do you
wear them? (Check one)
1. Once a week
2. Twice a week
3. Three or more times a week
_____
4. None at all19.Which do you prefer to weak? (Check one)
1. Suit, shirt, tie
2. Sport shirt and blue jeans
3. None of these20.(If woman) Do you own very dressy clothes? (hat, gloves, dressy
dresses, etc.) Yes No
If yes, how often do you wear them?
1. Once a week (on Sunday)
2. Twice a week - ■
3. Three or four times a week
_____
4. None at all21.Do you wear Blue Jeans, slacks or shorts? If yes, how often do you
wear them? (Check one)
1. Once a week
_____
2. Twice a week
3. Three or four times a week
4. None at all22.On what occasions do you wear Blue Jeans, slacks or shorts?




4523.Do you have any contact with other people in your neighborhood?
Yes No
If yes, are they from your home? Yes No
If yes, do you talk with them? Yes No
Visit them? Yes No
Shop with them? Yes No




Do you associate with them
your relatives
more than you do
Yes No
24. If your child was having trouble in school whom would you contact?






5. None of these
25. If you were unable to find a job and your family was hungry whom
would you contact?
1. The hospital
2. The Health Department
3. The Police Department
4. The Welfare Department
5. None of these26.Do you think the Police are - (Check one)
1. Fair to you
2. Unfair to you
3. None of these
If unfair, why? (Check one)
1. Because they hit you ■
2. Because they arrest you for something .
3. Because they just don't like you _____
4. None of these . ■ ■
5. All of these27.Which is the best way to dispose of your garbage? (Check one)
1. Put it in a garbage can
2. Throw it out of the window .
3. Burn it in your back yard ■
4. None of these





All of these29.What is the name of your Church?30.Is it Holiness or Pentecostal?
Yes No Other
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